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In the name of Allah, Most Gracious Most Merciful
Hizbullah - The Political Manifesto
1430Hijri / 2009

AD

II

Praise be to the Lord of all creation, and peace be upon the las
our master Muhammad, upon his pure kin, his worthy compa
divine prophets and messengers.

God our Lord has said in his Glorious Book: ''.Andthose who s
Cause, We will certainly guide them to Our Paths: for verily Alla
who do right". (Al Ankabut: 69)

And the Almighty also said: "Oye who believe do your duty to
means of approach unto Him and strive with might and main in
ye may prosper." (Al Mai'da: 35)
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disclosure ofHizbullah's political views. It brings to light our
ons, our ambitions, hopes, and concerns. First and foremost,
of what we have experienced firsthand in the realm of pioand primacy of sacrifice.
ptional political phase of proliferating change, it is no longer
ansformations without taking note of the special stance that
corne to occupy, or that ensemble of accomplishments that
ized. It is therefore important to perceive change in a comtween two key opposing paths, and whatever lies between
f growing reverse proportionality:
path of resistance and opposition, a growing movement
military victories, political successes, an established model
ular and political levels, and an unwavering persistence

to secure a political stance in spite of the mass of directtargeting an
magnitude of challenges. This path has secured a swing in power bal
at the regional level in favor of the Resistance and its supporters.
2 The second is the path of us-Israeli oppression and hegemony, w
various dimensions, alliances and direct as well as indirect exten
This course has been witnessing a series of debacles, military defeat
political fiascos, and has demonstrated successive failures for us
which have tumbled one after the other; leading to confusion, retra
and diminishing ability to control amidst the stream of development
events predominating over our Arab and Islamic world.

These givens integrate within a wider international scene, which in itsel
hand to uncovering the us dilemma and the retreat of unipolar domin
favor of some form of pluralism, the profile of which is still unclear.
The global financial crisis only served to deepen the predicament
enced by the oppressive world order. Its plunging of the us economy in
and deficit was a clear reflection of the extent to which the arrogant ca
model has been structurally affected.
We can therefore say that we are amidst historical transformatio
foretell a retreat of the us as a supreme world power, the disintegratio
unipolar world order, and the historical commencement of the Zionist
accelerated decline.
At the heart of such transformations, resistance movements emerg
focal and strategic certainty on the current world scene, this of cours
the result of the central role these movements assumed in terms of cre
encouraging that part of change which relates to our regiofü·
The resistance in Lebanon, and particularly by our Islamic Resista
led the confrontation against occupation and hegemony starting two a
decades ago. The Resistance held fast to this option at a time when the
r<!tio11_
of the AmE!i:icanEra was being presented to th~_wqrld as if th
~~ history was about to be marked. In light of prevailing power balanc
time, some perceived the option of Resistance as an illusion, a form of
recklessness or negligence that contrasts with rational, levelheaded thin
In spite of this, the Resistance 2 pressed on with its ;ightful struggle march - never in doubt of the causès virtue or of its own ability to create
through ceaseless confidence in God Almighty, affiliation to the Arab
as a whole, commitment to Lebanon's national interests, trust in its o
stituents, and upholding of the basic human values of righteousness, jus
freedom.

Throughout its long Jihad progression and its substantive victories
halting the Israeli occupation of Beirut and Mount Lebanon in 1982

at to Sidon, Tyre and Nabatiyyé, ail the way to the July 1993 Israeli
the April 1996 aggression, the May 2000 liberation and the July 2006
banon - the Resistance has laid the anchors for its credibility and
ven before crafting out its victories. From a liberating force to a combalance and confrontation to a power of defense and deterrence, the
has built on its development phases to finally add an internal politie that is pivotal and influential for the creation of the capable and
ebanese state.
m, the Resistance was destined to develop its political and human
as therefore elevated from being a national Lebanese merit to becombrated Arab and Islamic value as well. Today, the Resistance has
international human value, with its model representing a source of
and its achievements a paradigm to be emulated by all those seeking
nd independence across the world.
of Hizbullah's recognition of all the promising change that prevails,
e of what we perceive as the enemy's swerve between ineffective war
nd an inability to impose conditional compromises, Hizbullah does
stimate the magnitude of impending challenges and risks, and by no
siders the confrontational road ahead to be paved or undervalues the
rifices that would be required if this convoy of resistance is to reclaim
hts and contribute to the arousing of the Arab nation. Nevertheless,
ct, the Party now makes its choices with higher lucidity, stronger will
trust in God, in itself and in its constituents.
context, Hizbullah shall outline what represents the Party's main
tellectual framework as well as views and standpoints towards the
that lie ahead.

MONY

AND MOBILIZATION

World and Western-American Hegemony
World War I, the Unîtes States adopted a first-of-all-time mi_ssion:
ting a plan for centralized world domination. In us hands, this quest
substantial development in terms of instituting historically unprecthoritarian and subjugation mechanisms. The us benefitted from a
outcome of multifaceted achievements at various scientific, cultural
technological, economic and military levels, and was backed by a
onomic agenda that blatantly perceived the world as an open market
ned solely under us-made rules.
st dangerous aspect of Western, and particularly of us, hegemony
ideration that the world is owned by the superpower, and that such

power has the right to rule out of sheer superiority at more than
combined with schemes based on the economics of capitalism
sionary strategies - and particularly those of the us - took on
dimension characterized by unbounded greed.
Control by the ferocious capitalist powers is primarily ma
monopolistic networks of multinational corporations and a v
tional and particularly financial firms that are backed by mi
Such control has led to a further deepening of conflicts and i
of no little importance are those conflicts across identities, cul
tion patterns, alongside of course the battle of wealth versus p
Brutal capitalism has transformed globalization into a veh
divisions, propagating discord, demolishing identities and ex
perilous of cultural, economic and societal pillage.
Globalization reached the most dangerous of its limits w
of Western hegemony transformed it rnto a form of milita
The Middle East most intensely witnessed this transformatio
Afghanistan to Iraq to Palestine and Lebanon, the latter re
through a full-scale aggression at the hands oflsrael in July 20
The American agenda for world domination had never rea
menace which it has recently treaded unto, especially after
the 20th century and the disintegration of the Soviet Union c
pad for accelerated attainment of unipolar world domination
a historical opportunity for the American schema. Such pow
promoted to the world as being a historical American duty
would by no means be restricted to the us but that would be
the rest of the world.
Such domination agenda witnessed its peak performance w
servative current managed to hold the strings in the George W
tration. The neo-conservatiyes ex ressed their views through
Pro'ect for the New American Centur ".
It was neither strange nor surprising that the said manifes
on rebuilding American capabilities, and reflected a strateg
national security. It was clear that military strength was to be e
for defensive purposes but also for creating a proactive inte
that for undertaking "preventive" operations through engagi
strikes or for dealing with crises after they occur.
Following the events of September 11, 2001, the Bush Adm
a window of opportunity to exercise the greatest ig__fluence
an
through putting into practice its· strategic vision for monopo
of the world - "War on Terror" became the slogan. This admin
what were considered as successful initial attempts:

tion of American relations and foreign politics to the highest
ssible;
dependence on multilateral frameworks; monopolization of
decision-making, and coordination where there is a need only
e reliable allies;
the war in Afghanistan rapidly in order to liberate resources for
important step on the agenda: dominating Iraq, a country upon
ged a "New Middle East" that is befitting of a post-September 11
e Bush Administration did not stop short of using any camoueption or outright lies to justify its wars, especially the War on
ood in the face of all opposition to its new co)onialist program
such_5;?l?Eosition
was initiated by countries, movements, forces
aHties. In this framework, the Bush Administration decided tg
~---··••····
.. .
a correlation betweên"'Tèrrorism" and " ·
·s nce': and
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ousness of cause, and to justify the v\_'2,ging_QL_<!.llf9~~~--2f
wars
The last bastions of defense that peoples and countries use to
eir freedoms, dignity and pride were to be removed. The rights
nished sovereignty, to building states out of peoples' own expend to assuming the historical roles that people se)eçt for the..m-ether culturally or intellectually, became targets in this context.

--

umber of measures, "Terrorism" was transformed into an American
emony. Persecution, seizure and arbitrary detention, absence of the
ements of fair trial as we have seen in Guantanamo, direct intervensovereignty, and the transformation of sovereignty into a registered
k have all been used in the quest to legalize arbitrary criminalizaries and the collective punishment of their people, leading finally to
ging of destructive wars that leave no room for distinction between
and the culprit, the child and the old, the man and the woman.
of the us terrorism wars have thus far been millions of people, visstruction that has not been restricted to brick and mortar but that
out to affect the structure and composition of societies as well. In
s have been fragmented and, in contrast to their historical developforced to revert to previous confessional and sectarian conflicts.
ourse an aside to the targeting of their very cultural heritage and

tless that us terrorism is the mother of all world terrorism. In all
Bush Administration has transformed the us into a threat against
all levels. Should an opinion poll be conducted today, the us would
e most hated nation in the world.

The futile War on Iraq, the development of resistance in the c
and international resentment towards the Iraqi war, the fiasco
Terror'' in Afghanistan, and the disastrous failure of the Ameri
executed wars on the resistance in Lebanon and Palestine ha
erosion of American prestige on the international scene, resulti
American recoil towards any engagement in new adventures.
The above does not mean that the United States will be exitin
ily. "Strategic interests" will be protected with whatever it takes,
hegemony rests on ideologies that are nurtured by extremist
power that form part of a military-industrial complex, the gl
knows no bounds.

Our Region and the American Plot
· For reasons related to history, civilization, resources and geog
and Islamic world suffers the most under the yoke of this arro
more heavily so tbao +be entire wodd of subjugated countries.
For centuries, our Arab and lslamic world has been exposed
nialist incessant wars, although the most advanced phases of s
with the implantation of the Zjonist entity in our region, with
of fragmenting the region into conflicting entities under vario
epitome of this phase came with the us inheritance of old co
region.
The central and most prominent goal of American hauteur
dominance over the people in all forms through political, econo
dominion or through the looting of public wealth. At the forefr
ing of oil wealth, a principal tool for controlling the essence of w
Such control was exercised without any restrictions or human
dards. Excessive use of military force was applied, directly or b
Here are some of the notable us guidelines and operational
in this quest:
1 Ensuring all means of stability for the Zionist entity- the forw
focal point for colonizing the region and planning its collaps
entity was to be supported with all power and sustainability d
a protective web was to be made available to guard its exis
for it to qualify as the cancerous gland that should drain the
its capabilities, fragment the region's potentials and disperse
aspirations.
2 Undermining the psychic, civil, and cultural potentials of ou
working on weakening our morale through media and psych
that encroach upon our values, Jihad symbols, and Resistan
3 Supporting satellite states and tyrannical regimes in the regi
1.2

trol of the strategic geographical zones in the region representd, sea or air nodes, and deploying military bases throughout
al joints in support of us wars and apparatus.
the rise of any form of renaissance in the region that may lead
on of power, advancement, or playing a historical world role.
feuds and divisions in various forms - especially sectarian
gst Muslims - in order to instigate unending civil strife.

at any regional conflict across the world today has to be viewed in
ling global strategies. The American threat is not local or restrictular region, and as such, confrontation of such a threat must be
as well.
y, such a confrontation is difficult and delicate, asit bears a bis1adis consequently a battle of generations that requires the employwers. Our Lebanese experience has taught us that diffi.cultydoes
ossibility. In contrast, interactive and vigorous people led by wise,
prepared leaders who worked hard to accumulate achievements
ing one victory after another. As true as this situation is vertically
story, it is also horizontally true through geographic and geosion.
oppression has left our nation and its people with no choice but
better life, for a more humane future., for brotherly diversity and
ce, for peace and harmony - exactly as religious prophets and
l reformers have intended, and precisely as the spirit of humanity
e world to be.

nd
deed our homeland and that of our fathers and forefathers, just
the homeland to our children, our grandchildren and genern. Lebanon is the homeland to which we have offered the deares and the most treasured of martyrs in order to safeguard it as
sovereign. We want Lebanon to be the homeland to ail Lebanese,
eland that embraces them a!!_and that takes pride in ail of their
nts.
barion to be one and ~d
- land, people, government and instifuse any form of division or federatioh, whether camouflaged or
red. We want Lebanon to be free, sovereign and independent,
regnably strong and able, a presence within the equations of the

region, and a main contributor shaping the present and the fu
always contributed to the configuration of history.
One of the key conditions for the creation of such a homeland a
ing its sustainability is the presence of a strong, capable and imp
political system that truly reflects the will of the people and the
for justice, freedom, security, stability, well-being and dignity. Th
shared by all the Lebanese. We are all working band in hand
achievement.
2.2

TheResistanée

Israel represents a continuous threat to Lebanon - both as an entit
tory government. It is a constantly impending menace with historic
Lebanon's land and water resources. The Zionist entity, being a rac
resents a peril to the yery concept of rou!ti-religious ca-exis1euce
uniguely manifests. When we add to this Lebanon's geographica
the borders of occupied Palestine, the need to take on national re
becomes imperative.
Israel's menace of our nation began in the wake of implantation
entity on Palestinian land, an entity that never hesitated to disclose
annexing parts of Leban on or taking over our wealth and resource
front of which are water resources. Israel has manifestly attempted
ambitions over the years.
Starting in 1948, Israel launched its first aggression against L
gressing oyer the years from the border all the way to the depths
From the Houla massacre in 1949 to the attack on Beirut Internat
in 1968, years of repetitive a~on
the land, population and w
de~
were carried out in between. Such strikes were but a p
direct seizure of terrain through recurring invasions, which cul
the March 1978 invasion and occupation of the border area and i
to Israeli s~,
political and economic authority. These raids f
a comprehensive framework, and were the prologue to the ail-out
which subdued the entire country.
All of this was being fully supported by the United States of
was ignored - to the extent of complicity - by the so-called "intern
munity" and its international institutions. The silence of the offic
was also suspicious, while Lebanon's national authority remained
absence and failure of the state to uphold its national responsibili
otic duties left the land and its people at the mercy oflsraeli occup
and massacres.
,-With a national tragedy of this magnitude, and as the people s
worldwide abandonment in _the absence of a national Lebanese

triotic Lebanese people found no other option but to exercise their
, moral and religious rights and duties of defending the land. Their clear
was to launch an armed popular resistance to confront the Zionist menpermanent aggression on their lives, livelihoods and future.
oring the nation through armed resistance was launched as a goal, espelight of the grave occupational circumstances and the absence of a capaanese state. Reclaiming both occupied land as well as political authorto form the prelude for the restoration of the State and the rebuilding
nstitutional institutions. Most importantly, the aim was to re-establish
tional values that form the pillars of a nation: National Sovereignty and
Dignity. These values are what confer on freedom its true dimensions.
m was not to remain a slogan; it was literally manifested by the Resistance
the liberation ofland and man. This national value became the fulcrum
ern Lebanon, a country that is to be reckoned with on the world map,
h re-established respect on the international scene, and the compatriots
h take pride in as the homeland of freedoms, culture, knowledge and
y, just as it is the homeland of dignity, sacrifice and heroism. All of these
ons put together were crowned by the Resistance through achieving libof most of the occupied land in the year 2000, and through recording
e victory against Israel during the July 2006 war on Lebanon. A live
ce of homeland defense was presented, one that is exemplary to other
and nations who carry the quest of guarding the nation, protecting its
dence and safeguarding its sovereignty.
Resistance accomplished its national triumph with the support of a faithlace and with the collaboration of the Lebanese Army. The enemy wita historie defeat as its objectives were successively thwarted, while the
ce emerged, with its fighters and martyrs, and along with it the people
my of Lebanon, as a grand victor. Such a victory laid the foundations
w era in the region, at the core of which are the role and function of the
ce as a deterrent to enemy aggression, an assurer of that level of protecch is necessary for national independence, sovereignty, public defense
conclusion of territorial liberation.
role, along with the functional duty it represents, remains a permanent
need as long as the Israeli menace and its far-reaching ambitions conthreaten our land and water resources, and as long as a capable and
banese government is absent. It is even more so in light of the power
ces between the Lebanese state and its military enemy - an imbalance
ally forces weak states and targeted peoples to search for optimizing
pacities amidst threats of dominion from powerful countries. Constant
hreat requires Lebanon to create a permanent defense formula that is
n ma!Eimony betwee11a popular Resis!ance__
which contributes to such

national defense in the event oflsraeli invasions, and a Nation
tects the country and secures its stabilit.y.This combination
cess over the past iu".the realm of managing conflict with the
has achieved victories for Lebanon while providing the coun
sary means of protection.
If such a modus operandi is developed within the con
defense strategy, it would represent Lebanon's protective cap
true following the failure ot"all bets on Arab and internationa
tions, or in the context of negotiations with the enemy. Ado
tance option has indeed accomplished the liberation of lan
recovery of State institutions, the protection of sovereignty
of a genuine independence. In this framework, the Leban
political forces, social factions, cultural elites and economi
vested interest in safeguarding this modus operandi and su
the Israeli danger threatens the entirety of Lebanon with al
fact that requires the widest possible Lebanese participation
ot"national defense responsibilities.
The Resistance must continue in its quest to enhance it
especially in view of the successful confrontational experie
strated against the enemy and the shattering of all plots to a
the "resistancê' alternative, or disarm it altogether. On the o
ing Israeli danger against Lebanon and the continued threa
make it imperative for the Resistance to continue its relentles
capacity in order to fulfill its national duties of contributin
of remaining Lèbanese land under Israeli occupation in the
Shuba Hills, and the Lebanese town of Ghajar. It is also the
tance to liberate those prisoners of conflict, missing fighters
continue participating in the function of national defense an
land and the people.

The State & the Political System
Political sectarianism has been the root cause behind the Leb
tems troubles, a situation that has continuously hindered t
development and modernization. A political system that is
tarian grounds faces rigid obstacles 9n the_p.;;ithtowards 1Lt
the-~kcted major~~les
and
elected_minority_represe
a true democrac.x:the _door remains_ajar for thspr_oper a
between ruling government supporters, on the one hand,
or various political coalitions, on the other. Âs such, the ce
the implementation of this type of factual and genuine demo
elimination of political sectarianism - a condition stated in

2.3
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th~

sitated the formation of a higher national council for the achieveh an aim.
Lebanese achieve this historical and sensitive feat - abolition of
arianism - and do so through national dialogue, and as long as
system continues to be based on sectarian grounds, consensual
emains the fundamental basis for governance in Lebanon, for such
mocracy is what would embody the spirit of the constitution and the
e co-existence Charter.
this, any contemplation of national issues that is based on majority
considerations would continue to hinge on the actual realization
orical and social prerequisites for the effective exercise of demoche citizen represents a value in and ofhimself.
of the Lebanese to live together under a plethora of dignity and
ights and duties necessitates that they constructively cooperate in
ectively achieve true national partnership, for such partnership is
sible formula for protecting their diversity and ensuring complete
ecially after an era of insecurity that was brought about by various
ems founded on the tendency to monopolize, annul or exclude the

al democracy is an appropriate political blueprint for achieving real
by all. It represents a confidence factor for national constituencies,
ntly contributes towards paving the way for building the reassuring
citizens would feel has been built for them. 3
that we look forward to participating in building along with the rest
ese is:
that protects public freedoms, and provides the appropriate
nd environment for the exercise of,such freedom.
that safeguards national unity and national cohesion.
e that is capable of protecting the land, the people, national
ty and independence; one that has a strong, capable and wellnational army, and effective security institutions that are vigilant
ng the security and interests of the people.
that is founded on modern, effective and cooperative institus that are organized around clear and specific functions, authoriduties.
that is committed to applying the rule oflaw on all constituents
framework of respect for public freedoms, and impartial applicitizens' rights and duties, irrespective of religious sect, home
the citizen's views.
where proper and correct parliamentary representation can only
ed through a modern Electoral Law which allows Lebanese vot-

ers to choose their representatives at a distance from financia
partisanships or various other pressures, and where such law
widest possible representation of the various segments of t
population.
7. The State where the public sector recruits based on education
tions, practical skills and persona! integrity, regardless of sec
ation; one which places uncompromising, stringent and effe
nisms to purge its administration of corruption and the corru
8. The State where the High Judicial Authority is an independen
operates at a distance from political controls; where qualified,
free judges exercise their critical duties of administering just
the people.
9. The State that primarily bases its economic plan on those pro
tors, especially the agricultural and industrial sectors, and th
their mobilization and growth; one that provides productive
the appropriate plans, programs and support to where impro
tion can be better marketed, and to where opportunities for
are rendered adequate and sufficient, especially in rural areas
10. The State that adopts and applies the principle ofbalanced reg
opment, and works to bridge economic and social gaps betwe
11. The State that pays attention to its citizens, and that works
ately provide them with the public services of education, med
housing; one that secures decent living for its constituents, ad
poverty issues, provides them with employment opportunities
12. The State that takes the young generations into custody, ass
developing their talents, guides them towards their human
national goals, and protects them from wrongdoing and vice.
13. The State that works to strengthen the role of women in
enhances their participation in all fields of activity, to wh
potentials and influence are capitalized on and their status is
14. The State that attaches adequate importance to the educati
particularly in what relates to public schooling and growth
nese University at every level; one where compulsory free of c
tion is set as an implementation goal.
15. The State that is based on a decentralized administrative sy
broad administrative authority is provided to the various ad
units (Governorates / districts / municipalities) with the aim
ing opportunities for development and facilitating the citiz
formalities, without permitting such decentralization to turn
of federalism at a later stage.

e that diligently works to curb emigration from Lebanon, that
on which is draining the homeland ofits young generations, famalth of capabilities and human capital, within what seems to be a
ensive and realistic scheme.
hat supports its expatriate citizens in every corner of the world,
and protects them, and benefits from their spread, status and
in the service of national issues.

hment of the Lebanese State with these provisions and conditions
of this Party and of every honest and sincere Lebanese citizen. We
h shall exert every effort towards achieving this noble national goal,
so in collaboration with the various political and popular groups
his vision.

non and Palestinian-LebaneseRelations
ment of the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon remains one of the
equences of the emergence of the Zionist entity on the land of Palesdispossession of the Palestinian people. Palestinians had moved to
live as temporary guests with their frllow Lebanese, pending their
eir homes from which they were expefled.
and direct cause for what the Palestinians
and the Lebanese have
1
a result of this displacement was Isra~i's occupation of Palestine. The
gedies and calamities that befell the peoples of the entire region were
to what the Palestinians have suffered.
the suffering of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon has not been limited
of forced migration and asylum; it was further aggravated by the
cious Israeli massacres and atrocities that have destroyed both man
The completely annihilated Nabatiyeh camp stands witness to this
the harsh living conditions at Palestinian refugee camps where the
elements of decent living remain absent. The Palestinian in Lebanon
of civil and soçjal rights. Successive Lebanese governments have not
estate's duties towards these people.
ow become imperative for the responsible Lebanese authorities to
of this abnormal situation and to build Palestinian-Lebanese relan solid and legal grounds, to where virtue, justice and the common
both peoples are brought into balance. The Palestinian presence in
nd Palestinian relations with the Lebanese must no longer be govocal political whims, tempers of internai turmoil or international
ns.
ve that this endeavor will realize its success through:
g in direct Lebanese-Palestinian dialogue
1

2.

Enabling the Palestinians in Lebanon to elect their representa
dialogue, irrespective of the general discrepancies facing the
estinian situation

3. Awarding the Palestinians in Lebanon their civil and social r
their human condition and as would preserve their identity
4. Upholding the Palestinians' Right of Return and refusa! of
nent settlement in Lebanon
J,-5 Lebanon and Àrab Relations

Lebanon's identity is Arab, and the country practices such ide
tion as a natural condition that is inherent in the composition
community.

Further, Lebanon's · dynamic reach, geopolitical significanc
considerations, along with those regional and Arab clusteri
interests - all representing strategic determinants of Lebanon's
interests - collectively make it imperative for Lebanon to comm
teous Arab issues, at the forefront of which is the guest of Palesti
with the Israeli enemy.
There is an unambiguous need to exert concerted efforts towa
those confücts that run through Arab ranks. Differing strategies
of coalitions, no matter how serious or intense, do not justify b
adopting targeting policies or engaging in external plans that
deepening of discord and the inciting of sectarianism, or the
instruments. This will exhaust the nation and deplete is resourc
serve Zionist interests and American objectives.
Developing the political approach of conflict containment t
is prevented from expanding into open conflict is an option that
tion, for a qualitative and responsible approach to dealing with
may ripen as a result. Searching for common ground and cr
room for constructive communication at the levels of people a
should achieve the broadest framework for solidarity which wi
cause.
Here, adopting the choice of Resistance becomes a fundam
an objective factor in terms of congealing the Arab stance and
enemy, irrespective of the nature of prevailing strategies or poli
Based on all of the ab ove, the Resistance only finds it appropr
the returns and benefits from its option, to where such benefit
Arab locations; this is of course contingent on such benefit b
desired framework of weakening the enemy and strengthening
In this context, Syria bas recorded a distinctive and steadf
struggle against the Israeli enemy. This came through its supp

movements arnidst their most diflicult of circumstances, and through
coordinate Arab e:fforts towards securing the interests of the region
nting its challenges.
eby emphasize the need to adhere to the privileged/distinguished
etween Lebanon and Syria, for this is in the common political, secuonomic interest of both countries. The interest of both peoples, the
s of geopolitics and the requirements for Lebanese stability as well as
ntation of common challenges, all summon such adherence. We also
ting an end to all negative sentiment that has marred bilateral relahe past few years, and urge the return of such relations to their mode
y as soon as possible.

non and Islamic Relations
and Muslim world is facing a number of challenges that affect our
es and their diverse compositions. These are challenges with a level
hat calls for zero tolerance.
cietal cohesion is threatened by heightened sectarian tensions and
confessional frictions, especially between the Sunnis and the Shi'ites.
ation of national contradictions between the Kurds, Turkmen and
between the Iranians and the Arabs, the intimidation of minoriontinuous hemorrhage suffered by Christian Arabs in the East and
n Palestine, Iraq, and Lebanon are all factors that menace our socire, reduce collective immunity, and intensify those barriers against
e and development.
f capitalizing on religious and ethnie diversity as a source of commu, such diversity has been abused and employed in a quest of infusing
on and societal break-up.
ation resulting from such abùse is the consequence of an overlap
eliberate Western policies - us policies in particular - and internai
f radical irresponsibility, to which an unstable political environment
ded.
these facts into account seems compelling, and it is both important
while to consider them as part and parcel of the core concerns that
litical prograrns and directions are drawing, especially those Islamic
s on whose agenda lies the distinctive responsibility to address such
and problems.
ah hereby confirms the importance of cooperation between Islamic
n all fields, for such cooperation provides the Islamic world with the
solidarity in the face of arrogant plots, guards against cultural and
asion, and encourages the Islamic world to capitalize on its own
n the realm of a cross-country trade of advantages.

In this context, Hizbùllah considers Islarnic Iran to be a fo
Islarnic world. For Iran was the country that thwarted the Z
scheme through its national revo)utîao supported resistaoce r
region, and stood with COJ!Ii!-~.l;lild
determination alongside
causes, at the forefront of whjçJüs_tb.eJ~.akfilill.iillJ.
cause.
The policy of the Islamic Republic of Iran has been clear
terms of supporting the central and most paramount issue
Arabs and Muslims, this being the Palestinian issue. Support c
the announcement of the Islamic Revolution's blessed victo
Theologian Imam Al-Khumayni, and was evidenced by the est
Palestinian Embassy in lieu of the Israeli Embassy. Such espo
has continued in various forms to this day under the leadershi
logian Imam Al-Khaminài, and has culminated in the realizat
first-time victories in the history of conflict with the Zionist in
The instigation of discord with the Islamic Republic of Ira
Arab states and non-state actors poses as self-gouging, a stab at
that only serves to benefit Israel and the United States of Ame
Iran, which has drafted its political ideology and built its d
the basis of "Centrality of the Palestinian Cause",hostility tow
frontation with the us policies, and integration with the Arab
ronment, must be met with a will for cooperation and brotherh
be perceived as the mobilization base and strategic center of
for sove~eignty,independence and liberalism, a supporter of t
Arab-Islamic independence plan, and a force that strengthen
imperviousness of our region's countries and peoples.
The Islamic world is strengthened by the cooperation and a
ous states. We stress the importance of capitalizing on those so
economic and human power that are present in each Islamic w
on achieving such bonding strength on the basis of complem
support and independence from dominion.
We therefore remind you of the importance of unity amo
Almighty has said: {And hold on fast, together, ta the rope of
separated}.4 We take heed of those causes of division between
.
.
. .
d especia
· lly bet
as confess1onal
provocations
t h at are mst1gate
Shi'ites. We count on the awareness of all Muslims in address
plotted for them at this level.

Lebanon and International Relations
~
In terms of Hizbullah's perceptions and approach, the principl
divergence primarily rest on political-moral grounds, wher
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arrogant and the wretched, the oppressor and the oppressed, the
upier and the pursuer of freedom and independence.
h also.considers that unilateral dominance tips the international balce, security and stability.
dministrations unwavering support for "Israel",its funding oflsraens, and its sanctioning of Israeli occupation of Arab territories, in
us dominance over international organizations, exercise of doublen the issuance and implementation of international resolutions,
intervention policies in the affairs of other communities, militarizaworld, espousal of the logic of mobile wars in the realm of internaicts, and instigation of unrest and turbulence throughout the world
us administration as an enemy to our nation and people, and place
primary and fundamental responsibility for the creation of internalances and turmoil on us shoulders.
uropean policies, these oscillate between incapacity and ineffectiveone hand, and unjustified tagging along with American guidelines
r, a fact that rend ers the Euro-Mediterranean movement hollow in
to and in favor of Atlantic dominion, that which rests on colonialist

tion to American politics - especially during this era where such
manifesting historie failure - is a strategic mistake that will only
gravate the problems, obstacles and complications in Euro-Arab

has an exceptional responsibility towards our region, one that is a
Europe's colonialist legacy that had inflicted grave damage, the conof which are still being suffered by our people.
the people of Europe have had a history of resistance against occupae moral and humanitarian duty of Europe - before being the political
cognize the rights of other peoples to freedom from the occupier on
a clear distinction between resistance and terrorism.
iew: The prerequisite for stability and cooperation in the realm of
relations calls for the building of a more independent, equitable and
uropean approach. It would be impossible to construct a common
d security dynamic range without achieving such a transformation
ble of treating those defects and shortcomings which lie at the source
d instability.
other hand, we look with great interest and appreciation at the liberndependence and dominance rejection experiences of Latin America
We see vast grounds for overlap between the endeavors of these counhe resistance movements of our region, overlap which should lead to
n of a more equitable and balanced international ord~r.

Those experiences should instill promising hopes at the
.
.
uman. identity and political and moral backgrounds should
monality. In this context, our motto "Unity of the Oppresse
one of ~he pillars of political thought, shaping our understand
and attitudes towards international issues.

h

3 PALESTINE

& THE SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS

Ihe PalestinianCause and the Zionist Entity
Since raping P~estine and displacing its inhabitants in 1948 und~r the auspices and support of the international power
the time - the Zionist entity has represented a direct aggres
threat that have affected the entire Arab region, designating a
region's security, stability and interests. Damage and harm
to the Palestinian people or to those States and peoples neig
The assaults, tensions and wars witnessed by the whole regio
aggressive Israeli atrocities and practices serve only as eviden
the magnitude of injustice inflicted on the Palestinian people
Muslims as well. A crime against humanity was committed
this extraneous entity was implanted in the heart of the Arab a
and was nurtured to become a hostile infiltration, standing as
Western plots of dominion, and posing as a base for control a
the region.
The Zionist movement is a racist movement both in term
practice. It is the product of a despotic, authorit-arian ment
which is founded on a Judaization project of settlement an
state entity that emerged from the Zionist movement has thriv
pation, aggression, massacres and terrorism, all with the supp
custody of colonialist powers, pàrticularly with thé aid of th
America with which the Zionist state is strategically allied war, massacres and the practice of terrorism.
The struggle that we and our nation undertake against the
plan for Palestine is but a duty of self-defense against occup
and the hegemonic Israeli oppression, a threat to our very exi
ace to our rights and future. From our end, the struggle is by n
religious confrontation, or racial and ethnie partisanship, alt
of the Zionist-colonialist plan have never shied away from e
and the religious mind-set to achieve their goalsand objectiv
What us President Bush, his successor Obama, and Zio
demanded of the Palestinians, Arabs and Muslims in terms
3.1

of the "State oflsrael" is only the most obvious proof of this. The natural
vitable consequence is for this usurper, artificial entity, to live an exisdilemma that haunts its leaders and supporters, for it is an abnormal
, an entity that is not viable for continuity and that is prone to demise.
s the historical responsibility of the umma (Muslim nation) and its peopudiate this entity whatever the pressures and challenges, and to drive
for the liberation of all usurped land and the restoration of ail pillaged
respective of how long this takes and how great the sacrifices.

rusalemand Al-Aqsa Masque

ole world is aware of the status and sanctity ofJerusalem and of the Alosque, that which is the first of Islam's two Qiblas5 , the third of Islarris
sites, the stage of our Prophet's ascension, and the meeting point of ail
s and apostles (peace be upon them ail). No one denies the Mosquès
anding and sacredness amongst Muslims, or the depth of its relationship
. Al-Aqsa is one of the most important Islamic symbols on earth.
City of Jerusalem, the host of Islamic and Christian holy sites, is also a
high regard amongst Muslims and Christians alike.
continued Israeli occupation of this holy city and the accompanying plots
udaization [tahwid], expulsion of its people and confiscation of their
and properties are all atrocious measures to be condemned. So are the
ent of Palestinian neighborhoods by Jewish settlement belts and their
ing with a wail of apartheid. Added to this the ongoing us and Israeli
owards declaring Jerusalem as the eternal Jewish capital with secured
ional recognition.
her, the serious and incessant attacks on the blessed Al-Aqsa Mosque,
pe of excavation undertaken in its vicinity, and the plots drawn for its
ion, ail pose as serious and genuine hazards to the Mosque's existence,
rn of severe repercussions for the entire region.
duty of rising as a proponent of Jerusalem and of defending and protectAqsa Mosque is but a religious duty, an ethical human responsibility for
ee and honorable son of our Arab and Islamic world and every_free and
ble person in the world.
·
nvite and call upon Arabs and Muslims at both the official and popular
nd on all countries that are devoted to world peace and stability, to coorheir efforts and resources for the liberation of Jerusalem from Zionist
ion, and to work on maintaining Jerusalem's true identity, and Islamic
ristian sacred sites.

3.3

ThePalestinianResistance

The Palestinian people are waging a battle of self-defense a
their legitimate national rights to Palestine, with whatever
in terms ofhistorical and geographical realities. Through t
but exercising a legitimate birthright that is recognized b
international laws and human values.
Such right encompasses resistance in all its forms - of
is most prominent, a struggle exercised with whatever m
Palestinian resistance. Legitimacy of the entitlement to re
in light of the prevailing power imbalance that heavily tip
tarized Zionist enemy, owner and operator of the latest era
and murder arsenal.
Experience has demonstrated the significance and viab
alternative - in fact, experience during the course of confl
between our nation and the Zionist entity since the rape o
day has presented doubtless and categorical evidence of
indeed the only viable alternative. Practice has proven the
and armed struggle in the face of aggression, in the ques
reclamation of privileges, achievement of balance of po
strategic supremacy gaps. What resistance can achieve in v
bilities, will and confrontational determination is best w
Lebanese Resistance has marked: successive victories acc
field, military and moral triumphs, a Jihad march that has
in May 2000 to engage in a substantial withdrawal from
Lebanese territories, and a resounding fiasco for the Zio
2006 aggression on Lebanon. At that time, the'Lebanese R
divine and historical victory, a strategic success that dram
shape of the conflict. This was the first defeat of its kind fo
gun-down to the all-time myth of an "invincible army".
Further evidence is manifested through the Palestinian
Palestinian revolution has demonstrated successive accom
adopting the option of armed struggle. From the first "s
second Al-Aqsa Intifada6,the Israeli army was forced into
to a full and unconditional withdrawal from the Gaza Strip
Israel withdrew without negotiations, and without any poli
graphical gains. This was to represent the first field victory
significance for the Palestinian resistance, for it was the fi
within Palestine's historical borders that wa§_impelled b
tance. Such accomplishment speaks volumes about the c
with the Zionist entity at the strategic level. The Palestinian

ng the Zionist invasion of Gaza in 2008 is a message of steadfastre generations and a moral lesson for invaders and aggressors.
as the outcome of resistance in Lebanon and in Palestine, what were
nefits of settlement negotiations? What are the results, interests and
d from negotiations across all stages and concluded agreements? Is
r Israeli arrogance and intransigence, additional Israeli gains and
d more Israeli conditions?
irm our permanent support of the Palestinian people and the Paleswith its historical, geographical and political principles, we hereby
unequivocal and firm support of the Palestinian people, of Palestine movements, and of the struggle in confrontation of the Israeli

ment Negotiations
oint towards the settlement process - the path of the Madrid negough to the Wadi 'ArabaAccord and its annexes, all the way to the
ment and its annexes, and before them, the Camp David Accord and
- is a standpoint of absolute rejection of the very foundation and
the settlement option with the Zionist entity. The settlernent option
on legitimizing the Zionist entity's existence and relinquishment of
ine land, an Arab and Islamic land.
ur fixed, permanent and final standpoint towards the negotiation
that is not subject to recoil or compromise, even if the entire world
Israel" as a state.
and from a stand point of brotherhood, responsibility and concern,
Arab leaders to commit themselves to the options of their people,
sider the negotiation option. We call upon them to review the outose agreements signed with the Zionist enemy, and to abandon once
he unjust and falsely labeled, phantom "peace process". Those who
d on successive us administrations as true partners and impartial
he peace process have witnessed firsthand how such administrations
them, pressured and extorted them, manifested hostility towards
, their issues and interests, and sided fully barefaced with the stratethe Zionist entity.
s a peace partner, the Zionist entity has demonstrated throughout
on stages that it neither asks for peace nor seeks it, and that it is
"negotiations" as a stage to impose its own conditions, strengthen its
mote its own interests, break the blade of enmity and the psychologiof hostility that the people of the region harbor towards it. The Zioneks through these negotiations to achieve a free, official and popular
malization, one that would ensure a normal coexistence for it and a

natural integration within the regional system. The Zionist en
lish itself as afait accompliin the regiôn, an accepted, recogni
existence, one that enjoys the abandonment of that Palestini
it has manifestly raped.
From here, we hope and expect of all Arabs and Muslims
and popular levels to reinstitute Palestine and Jerusalern as
all, as a root cause for Arab unity. We call upon them to subs
releasing Palestine and purging it from the smear of Zionist o
their religious duties towards the holy sites of Palestine, and
humanitarian commitment towards its oppressed people. W
to make all sources for Palestinian support available in orde
steadfastness of the Palestinian people and enable thern to
their resistance. We call on them to reject all schemes for nôrm
Zionist enemy, to uphold the right of return of all Palestinia
lands and homes from which they were expelled, and to uneq
presented alternatives for Palestinian resettlement, compensa
We urge them to work immediately towards breaking the sie
Palestinian people, and particularly the comprehensive blo
Strip, to take up the cause of thousands of prisoners and
prisons, and to develop plans and practical programs for the

EPILOGUE

Such are our views and visions. While seeking them, we were
·of truth and virtue. The stand points and commitm.ents we ha
been drafted with truth and loyalty, for we are believers in
speak in its defense and sacrifice in its quest until martyrdom
seek only the contentment of God our Creator, Lord of the
and hope only for the rectitude, well-being, and happiness o
lim nation) and people, both in this world and in the Hereaf

God our lord, you know that our deeds were neither con
of sultan nor a search for benefit amongst the wreckage, b
the revival of virtue, the abolition of falsehood, the defense
followers, the upholding of justice on your land and an appe
and nearness. For this our martyrs have <lied,and for this w
You have promised us one of the two better goals: either vict
--encountering you through martyrdom. 7

